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1.Product Introduction

This Water Color Paints Set is safe&non toxic washable watercolors with a sturdy case.The Watercolor Set with
Paint Tin includes the following high-quality pigments
colors: Blue, Sky Blue, Yellow, Green, Red, Black, Orange,White, Vermillion, Magenta, Yellow Ochre, Burnt
Sienna, Umber, Cobalt Blue, Ultramarine, Cyan Blue. Perfect for classrooms and craft rooms for all kinds of
creative projects and crafts!

2.Product Parameter (Specification)

Product name: Water Color Paints Set Color: 12colors

Capacity: 3ml Usage: Art painting

Age: Over 36months Single size: 28mm

Material: Non-toxic Color Paint OEM/ODM: acceptable

Shape: Round Place of Origin: Zhejiang,China

[100% satisfaction Guarantee] : If there is a problem with the product, we will deal with and solve it for you
immediately.

3.Product Feature And Application

1.NON-TOXIC & WASHABLE: Our carefully designed product is made with your child’s safety in mind. This paint
set has no toxic ingredients and it’s washable too, so it’s safe for your child and convenient for you.You can easily
mix these Watercolor Set together to produce satisfactory colors.
2.Watercolor Set are perfect for watercolor artists on the go! They contain a selection of vibrant paint pans that are
activated when water is added. Apply onto paper or card using a brush or damp sponge. The intensity of the colour
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can be altered simply by adding more or less water or applying a layer of colour over a previously dried one.
6.Clean up is easy, simply use soap and water on brushes, surfaces, and skin. Free from harsh chemicals,
Watercolor Set are a safe painting option for children and adults of all ages.
Tips and techniques:Dry brushing,sponging,wash and salt are just a few of the techniques used to create various
effects.
Dry brushing-A technique in which a paintbrush is used dry,but still holds paint,doing this creates coarse,scrathy
textures like wood or grass.to achieve,load your brush up with paint then wipe off excess.next,lightly drag your
brush across your work surface.
Sponging-A technique commonly used to create trees,bushes,rocks,clouds and coarse texture.to achieve,use a
natural sponge to pick up a little color off your palette.then lightly dab your surface repeatly in the area in which you
are working.
Wash-A technique that results in a smooth,uniform area that lacks the appearance of brush strokes,to
achieve,load your brush with paint.start from one side of your painting and drag the color to the other side.repeat
one stroke under the other.you can produce gradient tones(dark to light)by adding water and less paint.
Salt-A dappled texture can be achieved by simply sprinkling a little table salt over a wet surface.wait for it to
dry,then brush away.


